Making Decisions by Voice Voting

Ingo Titze

WE DON’T SING WHEN WE CAST a vote by voice, but the acoustic output of a trained vocalist can be a blessing or a curse in the midst of a group making decisions by voice voting.

A colleague and I just published an article on voice voting that was motivated by a bizarre occurrence at the 2012 Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, North Carolina. Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa of Los Angeles tried to get a voice vote on a party platform issue, but the attempt failed three times. No resolution could be obtained by listening to several thousand delegates expressing their opinion vocally in a large convention hall. Why?

We provided the answer by doing a formal classroom study at the University of Iowa. My acoustics class (54 students) was engaged to vocalize repeated “yea” and “nay” responses with different group sizes and different (but controlled) loudnesses. There was also a systematic variation of the words used: yes, no, yea, nay, aye. In all, several hundred voice responses were uttered by members of the class. They were recorded and analyzed acoustically as well as perceptually (with a panel of five listeners). Results were as follows: (1) with all speakers speaking at the same loudness, a majority of 63 : 37 % was reliably detected by all five judges, but errors were recorded for smaller group size differences; (2) a single loud voice (10 dB louder than the rest) in a group of about 50 people biased the vote enough that a 30:20 majority could end up being judged a draw; (3) soft voices (5–10 dB below the average loudness) added nothing to the group loudness, suggesting that a soft voice vote is basically an abstaining vote; (4) the choice of words (yea, nay, aye, yes, no) did not seem to matter much.

So, if voice voting is so unreliable, why is it used at all? I presented that question to a U.S. congressman. His answer was that parliamentary voice voting is fast and void of voter identity. Historically, he stated, voice voting has been used to drum up emotions and get issues resolved that would otherwise be tabled or defeated with longer deliberation. To add to this somewhat devious motive, nobody can be held accountable for his/her vote. The next day, a person can vote differently, or claim he/she voted differently. Based on the study we conducted we now know that a loud voice vote can be the equivalent of three or four votes of moderate loudness, in a group as large as 40–70 people. Conversely, a person with an inherently soft voice (an elderly person, a person with low affect, or a person with a voice pathology) is never counted.
So, my fellow Americans who aspire to represent us in important places, get some lessons or some therapy so your voice is loud enough to count and pleasant enough to be persuasive.
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**Two Tremendous Resources**

**Cantabile** by Katharin Rundus

A Manual about Beautiful Singing for Singers, Teachers of Singing and Choral Conductors

CANTABILE offers a fresh and comprehensive approach to *vocal pedagogy*. A "spiral of learning" allows singers to revisit basic concepts as they advance to deeper levels, and gives all readers a path to lifelong learning. A definitive resource for individual singers, voice teachers and choral conductors. CANTABILE provides intricate illustrations, a complete glossary and extensive index, and specific vocal exercises for every student and teacher. This textbook will be the new standard for vocal study.

**IPA Alphabet** by Charles Corry

Two ways to preview!

See select pages at www.PavanePublishing.com (Cantabile and Resources & Textbooks tab)

Desk copies available for the cost of shipping - $5, restrictions apply.

Please call 1-800-322-1127 x5243, Cantabile - 08301877 // IPA - 08301917